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Renovating your home
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or many people, renovating their home is a time
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of great excitement – and stress.
And no matter how convinced you are that your
grand vision will be realised on time and on budget,

the chances are it won’t. Even the most well-organised home
renovators can be blindsided by developments they never saw

8

coming and haven’t planned for.
Fortunately, CHOICE knows a thing or two about renovating.
For years we’ve been providing advice that has helped
renovators like you save time, money and
heartache. In this guide we share some
of those insights, particularly tips on
renovating with sustainability front of
mind so that your updated home is a
lean, green machine.
Home renovation will be one of the
biggest and costliest challenges of
your life. But with our help, it can
also be one of the most rewarding.
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Increasingly the showcase of the modern
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An futuristic automated home isn’t as far off as you might think
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Financing your reno
looks and what it costs before

add to the value of your property,”

you spend money on drawings

says Hallett.

and soil tests,” says Hallett.

If the feasibility study reveals

In setting your budget, avoid

the work may not be achievable

overcapitalising – if the work is

within the budget, you may have

more than one-third of the value

to do the renovation in two or

of your home but doesn’t go

three stages, five or so years apart.

beyond the footprint, you could be

A master plan will tell you how to

struggling to recoup your outlay if

get to where you want to go. For

you plan to sell in the near future.

example, you don’t want to go

“When you’re renovating,

“Speak to a couple of real estate

bullishly installing a spectacular

above all, have fun and look

agents in the area and ask what

kitchen that could be in the way of

forward to the result,” says

they think the renovation would

any future alterations.

David Hallet from Archicentre,
a building advisory service

project is: what can you buy

operated by the Australian

for your money? Go to www.

Institute of Architects.

archicentre.com.au for per-

That’s easy to say, but slightly

metre cost estimates of the

more difficult to do while you’re

work you have in mind. Or,

still waiting for the dust to settle

for a more d etailed estimate,

on one of the biggest and most

undertake a feasibility study.

expensive upheavals of your life.

The not-for-profit Archicentre
offers a concept design service

Setting your budget

for between $1500 and $2000,

The first question to ask before

depending on the job. “It will

committing to any renovation

give a sense of how the building
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THE MORE quotes, THE BETTER
Forget three or four quotes –

from her architect. “All these were

Susan Ardill got six. For her attic

people recommended to us – none

conversion, which also included

were unknowns,” she says.

installing a new bathroom,

The quote then blew out to about

she sought quotes from two

$95,000 – still well short of the

specialists, which came in at

others – which included an extra

$120,000 apiece. The icing on the

$8000 for steel joists to reinforce

cake was a quote over $200,000,

the floor and another $12,000

which specified a crane! She

because the living room ceiling

accepted a quote for around

had to be lowered to accommodate

$68,000 on a recommendation

pipes for the bathroom.
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Finding the right people
When shortlisting a designer or

Not happy?

builder rely on word of mouth and

If the end product isn’t to

acquaint yourself with relevant

your satisfaction, get the

websites. The Master Builders

builder back and get them to

Association (MBA) in your state

rectify the work. Still unhappy?

or territory is a good place to

Call in an independent umpire

start and in most states offers a

from the consumer affairs

free online find-a-builder service,

body in your state to offer

while the Australian Institute

dispute resolution.

of Architects website features

DO YOU CLICK WITH
YOUR BUILDER?

profiles of practices in each state
and territory. Then check out

“Go and see a builder’s work.

the prospect’s experience and

They shouldn’t be afraid to

examples of previous work,

give you an address of a recent

and ask for references.

or current job they are on,”

If using an architect, their role
may extend beyond the design

In the case of the builder,

Ask to see the relevant

into the contract documentation.

as well as checking their

insurance documents. In

They can arrange technical

credentials at the industry

NSW, for instance, the builder

drawings and specifications

website, visit the consumer

needs home warranty insurance

for a building permit and for

affairs website in your state.

if the contract is worth over

builder quotes, as well as for use

“Check if he or she has a licence

$12,000, as well as contract

in construction. You might also

number and if there are any

works insurance and public

engage them to administer the

marks against them – it’s all

liability insurance, while

contract, liaise with the builder,

in there,” says Brian Seidler,

an architect or designer

keep an eye on quality and make

executive director of the

requires professional

progress payments.

NSW MBA.

indemnity insurance.
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suggests CHOICE member
and seasoned renovator
Paul Novosel. And look for
“clickability”. “Finding the right
builder is so important – you
both need to click. Builders
require great people skills,
to deal with most tradies for
starters. If they don’t get on
with you or your kids, especially
your kids, take it as a warning.”
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The green home
When renovating your home, designing it as energy
efficiently as possible will save you a bundle over the
long term in energy and running costs.

Thinking solar?

directly at the sun, at the correct

Solar panels fixed to your roof to

angle and not blocked by trees or

generate electricity have become

shading. The effectiveness of solar

quite popular in recent years.

panels also depends on where you

Flat solar modules are mounted

live and the weather. Solar panels

on your roof and convert energy

in Adelaide and Darwin generate

from sunlight into direct current

the most electricity on average

(DC) energy. A device called an

each day, somewhere between

inverter then changes the DC

10% to 30% more than Hobart

energy into alternating current

and Melbourne.

(AC) electricity. This can be

Energy efficient heating & cooling
Insulating your roof or

of energy, they penetrate the ceiling

ceiling will save you money on

and insulation, causing heat loss.

energy bills, and pays for itself

Seal your chimney with

over a relatively short time.

a damper.

Make sure doors and

Ceiling fans cost much less than

windows are properly sealed

an air conditioning system to buy

– you can buy draught excluders

and install and have less impact

or window seals very cheaply.

environmentally, though they

Avoid installing halogen

don’t cool the air, only move it

downlights – besides using a lot

about to produce a breeze.
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used to power your household

Finding a good installer

appliances. A grid-connected

The Clean Energy Council

system can feed excess energy

provides a list of accredited

into the electricity network, while

designers/installers. Look for

a standalone system needs a

an accredited company with an

battery to store excess energy.

established track record, relevant

Solar panels work best when
they’re facing north, pointed

experience, specialist expertise,
and a good reputation.

Heating & cooling calculators

Back to cover

Should you decide you’d like an air conditioner to cool your
home, this calculator will help estimate the required capacity
of a room or split-system air conditioner. And this calculator will help
estimate the required capacity if you’ve decided you need a heater to
heat your home.
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The green home
Landing in hot water

If you own a detached, terrace

See the light

Standard electric systems produce

or townhouse that currently

CFLs (compact fluorescent

around four tonnes of greenhouse

has an electric HWS, you need

lamps) pass a current through a

gases per year on average – similar

to consider a gas, solar or

mixture of gases in a tube, causing

to an average-sized car, and around

electric heat pump for your next

the gases to emit UV radiation,

three times as much as gas or solar

replacement. Electric HWS are

which makes the phosphor coating

hot water system (HWS). To reduce

still available for apartments and

on the inside of the tube glow

this environmental impact, electric

other homes where gas, solar or

(fluoresce). This process uses only

HWS can’t be installed in any new

heat pump systems aren’t feasible.

about 20-25% of the electricity

detached, terrace or townhouse, or

needed to light an incandescent

any such existing property where

Which fuel?

bulb of equivalent brightness. CFLs

there is access to piped natural gas

Electric water heaters that can

contain small amounts of mercury

(some exemptions apply). This

heat water at any time of day are

and must be disposed of correctly.

about 30% more efficient than

applies to all existing detached,

by far the most expensive option.

Tubular fluorescent lights

standard incandescent bulbs and

terrace or townhouses.

Off-peak electric and gas systems

are functionally similar to CFLs.

longer-lasting (typically about

have similar costs, depending on

They’re relatively inexpensive,

2000-5000 hours), and are

the tariffs you have to pay.

long-lasting and efficient to run,

available for most types of light

Natural gas produces much less

but aren’t always an aesthetically

fitting. While less energy-efficient

CO2 than electricity to heat the

suitable choice for the home.

than CFLs, halogens are good for

same amount of water. But it’s not

Halogen lamps are a more

accent lighting, and are likely

available everywhere.

efficient type of incandescent

to be found in homes as low-

In areas where you can’t get

lamp. They have a tungsten

voltage downlights.

natural gas, liquid petroleum

element in a small amount of

LED (light-emitting diodes)

gas (LPG) is an alternative. But

halogen gas, which prevents the

are the newest player in energy-

expect to pay about one-and-a-

evaporated tungsten depositing

efficient lighting and likely to

half to three times as much as

on the glass bulb wall so the lamp

take over from CFLs in the next

for natural gas or electricity.

doesn’t dim over time. They’re

few years, though LED general
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Want to hear

The green home

more from

lighting lamps (light bulbs) are

Green home design

still comparatively expensive.

The right design and

They are very energy-efficient and

materials can take advantage

long-lasting (up to 10 times longer

of the sun and prevailing

than CFLs), activate instantly and

winds to help regulate indoor

don’t contain mercury. They’re

temperatures. Ideally, the house

commonly found in bicycle

will prevent or remove excessive

lights, torches, garden lights

heat gains in summer, while

should face north (to take as

and traffic lights. They are also

admitting and storing the sun’s

much advantage as possible of the

becoming more common in other

energy in winter.

winter sun), bedrooms and studies

commercial and home lighting,

The house should be

east or west, and service rooms

particularly in downlights.

elongated, with one of the long

(such as the laundry) south.

Incandescent bulbs pass an

sides facing north.

Brick walls and a concrete

electric current through a metal

Room temperatures will vary

floor slab can even out the

filament, making it white-hot so

depending on how much they’re

temperature in north-facing

it gives off light. They’re simple

exposed to sun and wind.

rooms in summer, and store the

and cheap to manufacture but

North-facing rooms will be the

sun’s energy in winter to warm

inefficient to run, and are being

warmest rooms in winter and

the house in the evening.

phased out in place of CFLs in most

can get hot in summer. In most

North-facing windows

domestic lighting applications.

parts of Australia, living areas

should be large; east, west and
south-facing windows small.

Take the challenge!
The 10% Challenge, run by Do Something! in partnership with
CHOICE, is a campaign that aims to address public concern
about the rising prices of energy and fuel, as well as the impact
we all have on the environment, by encouraging households to reduce
their energy and fuel use by 10%. To sign up to the challenge, click here.
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Windows and doors should
be aligned to allow cooling
summer-evening breezes to flow
through the house. Small windows
in opposite walls are better than
large windows in just one.

Get the latest news sent
to your inbox and keep
up to date with what’s
happening at CHOICE

Sign up to our
FREE newsletter
or become a
member today!
Learn more about

Build your dream kitchen
About $20,000 (including

Galley For storage, this is

will influence your choice

items that rarely see the

appliances and installation) will

arguably the best option because

of equipment, materials

light of day?

buy you a basic kitchen, using

cabinets run along both sides.

and layout.

Which appliances

laminates and middle-of-the-

It’s compact and open on both

How many people in your

are best for you?

road appliances.

ends, which is good for ease of

family use the kitchen?

While you’ll want

Adding natural stone, two-

movement, but it might also turn

Besides preparing food, will you

style and whizz-bang

pack polyurethane doors and

into a passageway, which should

be eating here, or entertaining?

features, you’ll also need

an island will bring costs up

be avoided.

Will the kids be doing their

reliability. Always check

to about $25,000, while about

L-shaped kitchens team well

homework at the kitchen table?

the product’s energy

$35,000+ includes natural or

with an island, which can double

These activities will influence

ratings, too.

reconstituted stone or stainless-

as a second food preparation area.

both the layout and floor

steel benchtops and European

You can enter this kitchen layout

space requirements.

appliances. (Structural changes,

from both ends − a huge bonus if

How much storage space?

such as moving plumbing or door

more than one person is using it.

Whether you buy mainly

and window openings, will really

U-shaped kitchens can

fresh or packaged foods

eat into your budget.)

incorporate a breakfast bar on one

and shop daily, weekly

arm of the U. The big downside is

or monthly in bulk will

The right layout

that you can only enter from one

influence how much

Your kitchen layout will be

end, so it may be a bit too cosy

storage you need.

influenced by the size and shape

if two people are using it, and

Do you really need it?

of your space, as well as existing

corner cabinets may be hard

Extra cupboards to house

doors and windows. You have

to access.

rarely used appliances

four choices:

can reduce the budget

Single line Occupying just one

Questions to ask

for other items such as

wall, this is ideal for lean terraces

Do you cook a lot? What

benchtops or taps, so

– but if it’s long, you may need

type of meals do you generally

why not get rid of that

skates to reach each end.

prepare? These considerations

waffle-maker and other

14
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Build your dream kitchen
What do you recycle and

Will accessibility be

how often? Recycling bins

an issue? Or is it likely to

built into the joinery don’t take

become a problem in the

up much room. Use small bins

future? Accessibility issues

that you empty often, rather

will affect bench and

than big ones that need more

cupboard heights,

space and can get too heavy

and possibly the

when full.

kitchen layout itself.

Your smart home

The sustainable kitchen
Michael Mobbs, author of

steel cupboards

Sustainable House (right), offers

and benches as

the following suggestions on how

used in commercial

to make your next kitchen kinder

kitchens, are better than

to the environment.

glue-based timber and other

Benchtops “Buy local – avoid

composite products.”

buying imported and buy stuff

Plumbing and tapware “Kitchen

that’s simply made. This cuts

taps should not run faster than

down the energy required to make

five litres a minute.”

and transport them, and the

Equipment “Dishwashers use

difficulty of checking product

less water and energy than hand-

[environmental] claims.”

washing for most households.”

Joinery “Cabinetry is the most

Gas or electricity? “Gas is better

difficult to source from local,

than electricity. The induction

clean and non-toxic sources.

cooktop is more efficient than gas

Secondhand timber, or stainless-

but requires special cooking pots.”
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Have you ever felt you’re missing

you might want to consider as

out on the technology promised

part of your renovation. With a

by The Jetsons all those years

basic home automation system,

ago? To have not only your

a single remote can operate all

garage open when you pull into

the switches in the house. You

the driveway, but the heating or

can also use a more sophisticated

air conditioning leap into action

controlling program on a PC,

and the lights come on in the

tablet or even a smartphone.

hallway? To be able to change the
timer on the cooker when you’re

DIY with wires

stuck in traffic?

The oldest and cheapest option

The good news is that most of

is a system called X10 (for

this is possible right now with

around $140) that uses your

home automation, something

home’s existing electrical wiring
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Your smart home
to send signals between
transmitters and receivers.

and blinds, as well as
wireless wall switches.

Transmitters can be a
control panel or sensors

DIY without wires

such as motion detectors.

The advantage of wireless

Receivers are modules that

is that you can have a more

control electrical switches.

sophisticated system without

At the simplest level, a socket

much in the way of rewiring.

is controlled through an inline

The major wireless systems

module such as those shown on

available in Australia are Z-wave,

page 19 – you simply plug the

C-Bus Wireless and Control4.

module into the wall and plug

They’re more expensive than

the equipment you want to

X10 – expect to pay $80-$90

control into the module. These

or more for a switch module

modules cost about $30-$40

– but are more flexible and

and you can pick them up at

have a reputation for being

many electronics stores.

more reliable.

Transmitters can then be

Just like X10, you’ll need a

controlled wirelessly by a remote

module for each item you want to

control unit or a computer

control, and, for hidden controls,

dongle. It’s limited to devices that

you’ll need an electrician to

are simply switched on and off or

install them. The advantage

controlled by a dimmer switch,

of the non-hidden controls –

so don’t expect to use it to change

apart from the ability to do it

TV channels. You can buy plug-in

yourself – is that you can easily

adapters for motion sensors and

reconfigure the system or take it

motors to open or close curtains

with you if you move house.
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Want
to hear
more from

CHOICE?
Get the latest news sent to
your inbox and keep up to date
with what’s happening at CHOICE.
Newsletters include monthly offers, first looks, latest tests,
sneak previews of what’s coming up and so much more.
Plus keep an eye out for competitions throughout the year.

Sign up to our FREE newsletter
today or become a member.
Learn more
about CHOICE here.
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To find out more or to subscribe, visit
choice.com.au or call 1800 069 552
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